A consistent approach to atom -surface-energy transfer in one dimension is presented. A semigroup technique is employed to estaMish equations of motion for a quantal phonon reservoir, which is coupled to the propagation of a wave packet. The time-dependent Schrodinger equation is solved using a pseudospectral technique. The average energy transfer to the bath is then determined. This study supersedes conventional perturbative treatments and reveals the utility of one-dimensional models in the study of particle-surface collisions at low energies.
I. INTRODUCTION
The mechanism by which a gas particle transfers its energy to a crystalline surface is imperfectly understood, despite several attempts to model this phenomenon. ' The particular case of a small-mass atom scattering from, or adsorbing onto, a surface composed of large-mass atoms at low surface temperatures must be treated quantum mechanically. That is, not only must the propagation of the scattering particle be given by the Schrodinger equation, the bulk atom motion must also be described by quantum mechanics.
One practical instance in which these concerns dominate is the fiow of a gas along a surface which need not be at the same temperature as the gas. The microscopic transfer of energy to or from the surface has macroscopic consequences for the fiow of the gas. In the usual continuum description of the gas fiow, the temperature jump at the surface alters the boundary conditions of the hydrodynamic equations which then modify the macroscopic properties of the moving particles. A convenient dimensionless parameter which links the microscopic and macroscopic descriptions is the thermal accommodation coefficient ct(T"Tg), which is usually a function of both the gas temperature Te and the surface temperature T, . In the more general case, an expansion of the interaction Hamiltonian proves to be useful. During the course of a particle collision with phonon bath, energy may either be transferred to the bath oscillators, which is then dissipated as heat, or as internal energy transfer in which the energy of the different oscillator modes is rearranged. For low-energy scattering from a surface, the excitation of the reservoir phonons is not extremely violent; hence it is a good approximation to retain only second-order expansion terms in the amplitude X; of the interaction potential:
(1 la) 9 V V2(z) = (z,x~, X~) (1 lb)
Transforming the quadratic expression into normal modes yj =gj(aj+aj )= gctkxk, where g; =&1/2MJro~gives the total Hamiltonian operator as +i V2(z)gj(cj ) g gkc;k (ajak -aj ak+ajak -aj ak ),
These equations of motion become
The interest here is in simple one-dimensional models with appropriate modeling parameters so that it is only necessary to examine the relaxation of one oscillator coupled to a dissipative bath. ' ' E s. 18a -, ' ' con itions dictated by the Table I cation of a self-consistent-field method to the particlebath coupling presents an examination of nonlinear effects which would be quite difficult to evaluate with perturbation theory. Indeed, in this study a moderately deep interaction well was handled easily in the presence of damping effects.
The semigroup technique includes certain higher-order effects, such as phonon dispersion, and may be readily generalized to incorporate others such as multiphonon effects. The scan over the modeling parameters would then select the physically relevant resonance conditions for more general interactions. That is, the model should generalize and display increasingly realistic behavior. The conditions for maximal energy transfer between particles and surface could be determined. Also, it should be emphasized that adsorption to the surface presents no difficulty for the propagation technique since it is stable and accurate over long periods of time. These features make the model attractive for more general particle-surface interactions.
Second, the value of one-dimensional models for particle-surface interactions should not be underestimated. It is certainly true that higher-dimensional effects are absent, such as lateral motion on the surface. These effects can play an important role in some circumstances. As a first step, though, the utility of simple models should be explored to determine their true limitations, not those imposed by lower-order perturbation theory. A serious obstacle to any type of surface study remains the uncertainty in the choice of bath-particle interaction parameters. At present, it appears to be reasonable to take these values as fitting variables, but this is not a completely satisfactory procedure. Possibly the simple one-dimensional models could be used in conjunction with other computations of surface behavior and experiment to establish a better understanding of the dynamic coupling.
